Friendship of Vallecitos Customers
San Marcos businesses and residents - We pay for water, not politics
May 22, 2020

Mr. Xavier Becerra, Attorney General
State of California, Department of Justice
P.O. Box 944255
Sacramento, CA 94244-2550

Re: Consumer Complaint Against Vallecitos Water District

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this consumer complaint on behalf of the 21,950 customers of
the Vallecitos Water District (VWD).
I am the former Assistant General Manager and CFO of VWD. I resigned in 2018 due to an ethical
conflict. As a CPA and public servant, my responsibility was to serve the public. As an executive
manager, my duty was to implement the will of the elected Board, which is to use public funds to
subsidize development costs and not for the benefit of the ratepayer. Of over the 100,000 population
served by VWD, only a handful now know that up to 15.5% of their water bill for the last seven years has
subsidized development.
VWD is a publicly-owned utility, not privately-owned, and, therefore, not subject to the oversight of the
California Public Utilities Commission. Our watchdog is the elected Board of Directors. The same Board
that has adopted policies that financially favor their political supporters and cost consumers scores of
millions of dollars.
I hope through my advocacy and bringing this complaint to your attention, we can persuade VWD’s
governing Board and executive management to serve the public, instead of overcharging them for
water, particularly during these challenging economic times.
Please review the following details and support for the complaint, and feel free to contact me with
questions or requests for further support. Thank you for your efforts and attention to this serious
matter.
Respectfully,

Tom Scaglione, FVC Co-founder
Friendship of Vallecitos Customers
We pay for water, not politics
friendshipvallecitoswater.org
tomscags@gmail.com
(760) 684-1800
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Consumer Complaint Against Vallecitos Water District
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Categories of Additional Supporting Details
I – Subsidizing Urban Development with Consumers’ Money from Water and Sewer Bills
II – Inefficient Use of the Consumers’ Money – Fiscal Mismanagement and Misrepresentations
III – Lack of Transparency
IV – Other Relevant Information and Supporting Details

I – Subsidizing Urban Development with Consumers’ Money from Water and Sewer Bills
IA – Background
Vallecitos Water District (VWD) is a publicly-owned water and sewer, sole purpose, special district
(political subdivision of the State of California), serving most of San Marcos, and parts of Escondido,
Vista, Carlsbad, and unincorporated areas in North San Diego County. Being a sole purpose special
district, there is no General Fund.
There are only two sources of controllable revenue – controllable because the Board can raise and lower
rates and influence the respective fund balances. One source of revenue is from developers who are
charged Capital Facility Fees (Cap Fees) to pay for their impacts – infrastructure and assets necessary to
accommodate growth, as well as the debt service for financing growth facilities. What’s left over, Cap
Fees less growth-related expenditures, is the developers’ money – restricted for future growth projects.
The other source of revenue is from water and sewer customers’ payments for service. What’s left after
paying for operating costs and asset replacements is unrestricted operating and replacement reserves –
the ratepayers’ (consumers’) money.
Figure 1

There are two distinct areas of the California Constitution related to these revenue sources. The
Mitigation Fee Act says you can’t charge developers more than their impacts. Proposition 218 (Article
XIII D 6b) says you can’t charge consumers more than the cost to provide the service. With no other
source of controllable revenue or funds, publicly-owned utilities have to walk this fine line. Otherwise,
one fund would be subsidizing the other and not be in compliance with California law.
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IB – Consumers are Subsidizing Development Costs
Article XIII D Section 6(b) of the California Constitution provides that, “Revenues derived from the fee or
charge shall not be used for any purpose other than that for which the fee or charge was imposed.”
From July 1, 2013, through June 30, 2019, Vallecitos Water District (VWD) used between $14.6 million
(Figure 2) and $52.3 million (Figure 2 and Table 1) of revenues derived from water and sewer charges to
fund urban development. VWD’s five-year financial projection plans on using another $37.5 million of
consumers’ money to subsidize development, putting continued upward pressure on water and sewer
rates.
When the economy is good and building is occurring, there is a surplus in the developer funds. When
the economy is not so good and building slows or stops, there may be a deficit in developer funds.
During the last building peak in San Marcos, instead of coming out of a deficit with a significant surplus,
the developer fund balance plummeted to record lows.
Figure 2
(1)

(2)

(1) Building permits represented by the blue bars are presented to indicate relative building activity and are from the
City of San Marcos Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports (page 155) https://www.sanmarcos.net/departments/finance/financial-statements-reporting.
(2) VWD Developer Fund Surplus/(Deficit) is the combined balance of the Water and Sewer Capacity Funds found in
the MD&A accompanying their audited financial statements http://www.vwd.org/departments/budget-finance

In addition to directly funding the developer fund deficit, consumers’ money has been accumulated as
ratepayer reserves far beyond the extent that is reasonable for unanticipated capital replacement and
operating emergencies. No other water agency in San Diego County has accumulated more ratepayer
money than VWD. VWD has publicly stated its intention to “borrow” from ratepayers to pay for
development instead of issuing bonds.
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Figure 3

Amounts noted in Figure 3 are from Table 1.

Table 1

Table 1 amounts are from VWD Audited Financial Statements, mostly the Statement of Cash Flows
http://www.vwd.org/departments/budget-finance, and from VWD’s reserve reports included in the second regular board
meeting packet of each July http://www.vwd.org/departments/board-of-directors/meetings-minutes/archive-meeting-test.
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Figure 4
VWD is the only
water agency in San
Diego County
(possibly all of
California) with a
deficit in its
developer funds.
VWD is the only
water agency in San
Diego County
(possibly all of
California) that
subsidizes
development with
consumer money.
Figures 4 shows the
developer fund
balances and
Figure 5 shows
ratepayer reserves
of neighboring
water agencies.

VWD combined water and sewer capacity fund deficit
http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=11202 (page 21); other agencies are from their
audited statements of net position, restricted for construction or capital expansion, example
https://www.olivenhain.com/wp-content/uploads/2018-19-CAFR.pdf (page 34)

Figure 5

No other water
agency in San
Diego County has
accumulated more
ratepayer
(consumers’) money
than VWD, money
that could have
been used to lower
water and sewer
rates, particularly
during these
challenging
economic times, but
instead is being
used to continually
subsidize
development.

VWD combined water and sewer replacement fund balance
http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=11048 (page 18); other agencies are from their
audited statements of net position, unrestricted cash and investments, example
https://www.olivenhain.com/wp-content/uploads/2018-19-CAFR.pdf (page 34)
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IC – Policy Decisions and Fiscal Mismanagement Caused the Deficit and Need for Higher Consumer Rates
The following policy decisions caused the deficit and the need to charge excessive water and sewer
rates and build reserves sufficient to continue subsidizing development.
https://friendshipvallecitoswater.org/ratepayer-equity-coalition/#What-breaks
1. A particular developer was allowed to build without paying a certain fee (Sewer Density Impact Fee)
– up to a $3.2 million savings to the developer. http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=3708
(page 9 of the agenda, page 4 of the minutes)
2. The due date for developers to pay fees was deferred from project inception to occupancy, a timing
difference that won’t reverse itself until the last building in San Marcos is built. The impact to the
developer fund equals the Capital Facility Fees (Cap Fees) associated with all the projects in progress
at any point in time – millions. http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=3093
3. In 2015, the Board eliminated and refunded the Sewer Density Impact Fee assessed to cover the
cost of sewer treatment capacity needed because of increased (or densified) development, and
stated that the new Cap Fee, which will become effective the same year (2015) will include the cost
of the sewer treatment facilities needed.
4. The Board delayed implementing the new Cap Fee for over four years. The Cap Fees became
effective in January of 2020. They eliminated $22.3 million in debt owed by developers and did not
include the $55.1 million in sewer treatment capacity as promised by the Board in 2015. The burden
to pay $22.3 million in development-related debt and the $55.1 million in additional sewer
treatment capacity has shifted to consumers. (See Figure 11, Protest Letter from former VWD
AGM/CFO detailing Cap Fee calculation errors).
5. The newly adopted Cap Fees include errors and overly aggressive assumptions making it impossible
for consumers to ever recover the $14.6 million of public money used to subsidize development.
With the new Cap Fees, VWD projects consumers will pay another $37.5 million to subsidize
development in the next five years. No study (Master Plan) is included in the budget or five year
projection, indicating that VWD has no plans to adjust Cap Fees for at least five more years.
6. Rather than issue bonds to finance development, VWD’s explicit strategy is to “borrow” from
ratepayers, and misrepresent the possibility of repayment.
II – Inefficient Use of the Consumers’ Money – Fiscal Mismanagement and Misrepresentations
IIA – Budgeting for Another $37.5 Million from Consumers to Subsidize Development
On May 20, 2020, the VWD Board adopted the budget for the upcoming fiscal year
(http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=11442 pages 55 through 173 of the Board packet). Per
the 5-year reserve projection in the proposed budget, the developer deficit will increase to $21.2 million
by June 30, 2021, but then drop to $11.9 million by June 30, 2022. How?
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Figure 6
Projected Developer Reserve Deficit as Adopted

http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=11442 pages 166
through 170 of the Board packet, 105 through 109 of the budget

Ten million dollars is shown as tax-exempt debt proceeds in revenues with zero capital expenditures to
finance (Figure 7). You can only issue tax-exempt debt to finance projects for public benefit. No related
debt service was noted in the year of issuance. (http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=11442 pages 167 the
Board packet, 106 of the budget)

Figure 7

Note: “Capacity” columns represent projected activity and ending balances in the development
funds. “Replacement” is ratepayer (consumer) money. Also, note the $7.2 million in
Wastewater Operating Transfers which represents consumer charges in excess of operating
costs. Publicly-owned utilities can only charge consumers the cost of providing the service.

VWD included $50 million in bond proceeds over the 5-year projection without appropriate offsetting
capital expenditures. I corrected the projection to assume debt is issued to the maximum eligible level
(Figure 8). Consumers will not be paid back the $15 million paid in subsidies, but instead the deficit
(subsidy) will increase to $20.4 million if they are able to secure financing.
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Figure 8
Projected Developer Reserve Deficit as Corrected

VWD’s explicit intention is not to issue bonds, but rather to continue borrowing from ratepayers (see
discussion below). Even if intended, VWD may not be able to secure financing (or a least a favorable
credit rating), particularly due to the decline in total funds (see Figure10 below). The best time to
borrow money is when you don’t need it. Without issuing debt, consumers will pay an additional $37.5
million to fund development. VWD assumed 3.5% to 4% consumer rate increases each year, but will
need to be higher to pay for development.
Figure 9
Projected Developer Reserve Deficit Without Issuing Debt

Figure10
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In addition to phantom debt proceeds, VWD also included growth assumptions for developer fee
revenue that are unattainable, thereby overstating the $35.7 million in projected developer revenue.
IIB – VWD Intends to Continue to “Borrow” from Ratepayers instead of Issuing Bonds
How do we know VWD will not issue bonds?
1. No reimbursement resolutions have been adopted for the last three budgets – fiscal years 2018/19,
2019/20, and 2020/2021. Reimbursement resolutions are associated with specific capital projects
and allow for debt proceeds to pay for construction costs incurred before bonds are actually issued.
Reimbursement resolutions are not a commitment to incur debt, but a prudent practice typically
adopted for all capital projects at the same time the budget is adopted.
2.

If an agency intends to issue debt, they should be focused on improving their credit worthiness and
maximizing their capacity for debt. VWD took $8 million of consumer money held in cash and
current investments and paid down a fifty-year pension obligation. Giving up this current position
to pay a debt that is not due for fifty years (life expectancy of the youngest CalPERS enrollee, less
that employee’s age) significantly reduces VWD’s capacity to borrow. Also, this current position was
put into long-term debt and equity investments all at one-time, not time-averaged as is prudent.
VWD carelessly subjected $8 million of public money to market risk. They intend to do the same
thing for the remaining $8 million in pension obligation.
http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=11174

3. VWD intends to continue to borrow from ratepayers instead of issuing bonds. They said so. The
following is a conversation from a VWD Finance Committee meeting:
“Developers asked 'Can we continue to borrow from the ratepayers?'” VWD Engineering Manager.
"We are able to do it now [borrow from ratepayers] because it's a win-win for both. Ratepayers are
actually getting a benefit [interest].” VWD Finance Manager.
“Instead of paying our ratepayers back at 2%, developers would be paying 5% [if we issued bonds],”
VWD Engineering Manager.
“We [developers] are making money on the ratepayers’ money,” Mike Sannella, VWD Board
Member.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCLbeWBeDOQ&feature=youtu.be (conversation starts about 1 hour and 59 minutes
into the meeting)

IIC – Gift of Public Funds
At the request of a particular developer, the VWD Board postponed the effective date of the Cap Fee
increase, originally scheduled for 2015, from October 2, 2019 to January 2, 2020. Accommodating the
request likely saved the developer over $100,000 – a gift of public funds. (Need to request documents
from VWD to confirm amount) http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=11134 (page 3).
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IID – Incompetent Finance Committee Members - No Action Items for Long-Term Financial Planning
One of the standing committees of the VWD Board is the Finance Committee – established to take a
deeper dive into the financial audit report, annual budget, and finance-related board agenda items.
Since 2014, the same two board members have served on the Finance Committee, Hal Martin and Mike
Sannella (typically Committee members rotate each year). During that time, not one Board Agenda item
related to addressing the deficit or much-needed long-range financial planning has come to the full
Board. The developer fund deficit was mentioned in a Finance Committee meeting on April 15, 2019,
when Mike Sannella said, “I don't seem to remember hearing about ... the deficit … In recent months
this is the first I time I even heard of this … How come it hasn't come up before?”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCLbeWBeDOQ&feature=youtu.be (1 hour and 28 minutes in). The deficit has been
reported on the MDA of every audited financial statement report, projected on every adopted budget,
and reported in the Board Packet for the second meeting of every month since Mr. Sannella was a
Finance Committee Member in 2014.
No Master Plan is included in the five-year projection indicating VWD’s intention to not address the
adequacy of developer fees, but rather increase consumer rates as necessary. A Master Plan is a
detailed study that determines the cost of assets needed to accommodate growth and is the basis for a
fee study to recommend Cap Fees to the Board for adoption.
III - Lack of Transparency
IIIA – VWD Board Member Directs Staff to Call the Deficit Something Other Than a Deficit.
A revenue shortfall refers to the difference in anticipated revenue and actual revenue recognized over a
period of time when actual revenue is less than anticipated. A deficit is the negative balance in a fund at
a point in time. Board Member and Finance Committee Member, Hal Martin said this at the April 15,
2019, Finance Committee meeting:
“I hate the word deficit for many reasons. It gives credibility to detractors to start with. … There's no
deficit. … Deficit is a bad word. For the nay-sayers, it's very easy to say 'deficit!'. … We need to change
that terminology somehow ... You can't use the word 'deficit.' Change that terminology.”
General Manager – “[How about] 'Capital Facility Revenue Shortfall.’”
Hal Martin - “There you go!”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCLbeWBeDOQ&feature=youtu.be (1 hour and 23 minutes in).

After that the word “deficit” was never used in any staff report or study regarding Cap Fees. The deficit
has since been erroneously referred to as a “revenue shortfall.”
IIIB - $35 Million in Development Costs to be Paid by Ratepayers has “No Fiscal Impact to Ratepayers.”
VWD’s five-year projection from the current budget, when corrected for debt and the actual Cap Fees
adopted, results in a $49.4 million developer fund deficit – an increase of $35 million from the audited
$14.6 million as of June 30, 2019. A staff report for the modification of Cap Fees, fees much lower than
assumed in the five-year projection, was presented to the public at the August 7, 2019, Board meeting.
The report notes that the determined reduced Cap Fees attributing to the additional $35 million in
development costs to be paid by ratepayers “should have no fiscal impact to ratepayers.”
http://www.vwd.org/home/showdocument?id=11046 (page 47)
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Figure 11
Protest Letter from Former VWD AGM/CFO Detailing Cap Fee Calculation Errors

February 3, 2020
Vallecitos Water District
ATTN: Rate Hearing
201 Vallecitos de Oro
San Marcos, CA 92069
I am the property owner of 790 Rose Ranch Road, San Marcos, CA. I oppose the proposed
water rate increases. I oppose subsidizing development. Subsidizing development is not a cost
of service. Vallecitos’ water rates are not in compliance with Article XIII D Section 6(b) of the
California Constitution.
I request postponement of any consideration of water rate increases until deficiencies in the
current Capital Facility Fees (Cap Fees) and the developer fund deficit are adequately
addressed.
Indications of Errors in the Adopted Cap Fees
The Board and Management should have been aware that there were errors in calculating the
recently adopted Cap Fees for the following reasons:
1. The Cap Fee calculations assume average annual EDUs far above the actual addition of EDUs
during the last peak in building in San Marcos (2015 – 2019),
2. Correcting the reserve projection included in Vallecitos’ 2019/20 adopted budget for the
actual Cap Fees adopted results in a $49.4 million developer fund deficit, subsidized by
ratepayers, in 5 years (without the phantom debt proceeds), and
3. The adopted Cap Fees provide for the repayment to ratepayers of the current $14.6 million
developer fund deficit (or subsidy) only after 8,400 water EDUs are added and 8,800 sewer
EDUs are added. During the last five years (Fiscal Years 2015 through 2019), a peak of
building activity, only 1,583 water EDUs were added, and 1,847 sewer EDUs were added.
This should have been obvious to all involved that the estimate for EDUs added before
2035, the end of the planning period, was grossly overstated.
How can the District make an assumption of such a large number of EDUs to absorb the
revenue requirement? This is in an obvious understatement of the Cap Fees required for
developers to pay their impacts, and results, by your own numbers, in an escalation of current
ratepayer subsidies for development from $14.6 million to $49.4 million. The impact to
ratepayers, the additional $34.8 million to be paid over the next five years by ratepayers, was
disclosed in the staff report accompanying the Board action to adopt the Cap Fees as “… the
determined Cap Fees should have no fiscal impact to ratepayers.”
1
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Understating Current System Capacity
Cap Fees are calculated as a fraction with the revenue requirement in the numerator and the
projected EDU additions during the planning period in the denominator. Projected EDUs are
the estimated system capacity at the end of the planning period less the current or starting
system capacity.
In the previous Cap Fee Study, 2012, both the starting and end-of-planning-period system
capacity were calculated from SanDAG population projections and duty factors. In the current
Cap Fee study, the end-of-planning-period system capacity was calculated from SanDAG
population projections and duty factors, but the calculation methodology for the starting
system capacity was changed and not consistent with the 2012 calculation.
The starting water system capacity for the current Cap
Fees assumes system capacity is equal to 2014 water
sales of 16,581 acre feet (or 14.8 MGD), which were
far below system capacity because of extraordinary
conservation efforts at that time. In 2007 water sales
were 20,528 acre feet (or 18.3 MGD). The water
system capacity in 2007 was more than 18.3 MGD
since you were not operating at capacity. And since
2007 significant projects added to the capacity of the
system.
How can you assume system capacity decreased by
more than 19%?! The same error was made in the
starting capacity for sewer. How did this error go
undetected through so many layers of review? This
error grossly overstates the number of EDUs to divide
into the revenue requirement, grossly understating the
Cap Fee needed to recover costs of development.
An appropriate assumption for rate setting is a conservative assumption. Less than peak
building activity should be assumed, not 74% more. That’s not just aggressive, but impossible.
With assumptions like this, ratepayers will never be paid back for the development we paid for,
and subsidies will continue until these issues are adequately addressed.
Shifting $22.3 Million in Developer Debt to Ratepayers
When the new Cap Fees were first considered, the assumed effective date was January 1, 2016.
The debt service and developer fund deficit were included with their balances as of January 1,
2016. The total revenue requirement was divided by the assumed EDU additions from 2014
through 2035 (for water, 38,400 EDUs as of 2035, less 29,600 EDUs as of 2014, or 8,800 water
EDUs added, with a similar calculation for sewer).
2
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As the proposed Cap Fees were delayed for several years, a revised calculation of the new Cap
Fees moved the assumed effective date to July 1, 2018. The debt service and developer fund
deficit were included in the calculation with their balances as of July 1, 2018. Notes in the Excel
file by the District’s Financial Analyst indicated the intent to move the starting point of EDU
accumulation from 2014 to 2018, but an apparent formula error left the accumulation from
2014 – the same 8,800 EDUs - divided into a smaller revenue requirement, resulting in an
understatement in the Cap Fees needed to recover developer costs. I pointed out the error in a
letter to the General Manager.
After proposed Cap Fees were on the agenda at the August Board Meeting and Workshop, the
error was addressed by leaving the start date of the accumulation at 2014 and moving the CIP
start date to 2015 to match. But the debt service and developer fund deficit were left at the
lower 2018 balances. The Cap Fee as adopted does not cover $22.3 million in developer debt,
effectively shifting that burden to ratepayers. Why wasn’t the error addressed by simply
moving the start date of the EDU accumulation to 2018? That would have been a more
reasonable assumption resulting in a more reasonable amount of EDU additions.
Revenue Shortfall from Delay in Cap Fee Increase not Included in the Cap Fee
With the assumed effective date back to 2014 or 2015, but the actual Fee increase not going
into effect until 2020, much less revenue was collected than assumed in the Fee calculation.
This difference in the Fee that went into effect in 2020 and the actual Fees assessed from 2015
through 2019, times the EDUs added during that period, should have been added to the
revenue requirement. This omission also contributed to the understatement of Cap Fees and
the projection of a $49.4 million developer fund deficit in five years.
Sewer Treatment Capacity Burden Shifted to Ratepayers
Ten years ago, Black and Veatch completed a nexus study that provided a clear connection to
densified development (more dense than planned for at that time) and the need for additional
sewer treatment facilities (capacity). The previous Board of Directors adopted the Sewer
Density Impact Fee assessed on those EDUs that are driving the need for the additional sewer
treatment capacity.
In 2015, this Board eliminated the Sewer Density Impact Fee, and refunded fees already paid,
back to the developers. Developers building these additional EDUs that contributed to the
need for the additional treatment did not pay for their impacts. At that same meeting in 2015,
the Board explicitly made a promise to the public that the costs of the additional sewer
treatment that were supposed to be covered by the Sewer Density Impact Fee would be added
to the Cap Fees scheduled to be increased that same year – 2015. Those Cap Fee increases
were delayed for more than four years. And sometime between the August Workshop and the
October 2nd adoption, the $55.1 million cost for the additional sewer treatment capacity was
eliminated from the Cap Fee.
3
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Ratepayers have no confidence that developers will ever pay these impacts. These last-minute
adjustments to the Cap Fees (manipulating the assumed effective date and eliminating the
sewer treatment from the developers’ burden) effectively shifted $77.4 million of cost burden
from developer fees to water and sewer rates.
Incremental Approach vs Hybrid Approach to Cap Fee Determination
At the current level of build-out of the Vallecitos Water District service boundaries, it is more
appropriate for Vallecitos to use a hybrid approach (incremental and buy-in), not just
incremental, as this current Cap Fee was calculated. The Cap Fee just adopted should have also
included a buy-in component – another omission contributing to the inadequacy of the Cap
Fees and the continually increasing burden on ratepayers and upward pressure on our water
and sewer rates.
Debt – Inappropriate Use of Ratepayer Funds
I wrote to the General Manager on more than one occasion advising him that the deficit can
only be eliminated by adopting adequate Cap Fees and issuing bonds instead of continuing to
“borrow” from ratepayers. The “benefit” (interest accrued) to ratepayers, will never be
realized because with the adopted Cap Fees as low as they are, the developer fund deficit will
continue to grow - $49.4 million in five years per your own calculations. Using revenue from
water and sewer bills to lend to, or subsidize, development is not in compliance with the
California Constitution. Stop borrowing from ratepayers and issue bonds.
Please postpone consideration of any water or sewer rate increases until all the ratepayer
concerns mentioned in this protest letter are adequately addressed.

Sincerely,

Tom Scaglione
Property Owner, 790 Rose Ranch Rd, San Marcos , CA 92069
February 3, 2020
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San Diego County Taxpayers Association Golden Fleece Nomination
Nomination Form
https://friendshipvallecitoswater.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/2020-goldens-nomination-form.pdf
Supporting Materials
https://friendshipvallecitoswater.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/sdcta-vwd-golden-fleecenomination.pdf
Friendship of Vallecitos Customers
https://friendshipvallecitoswater.org/
https://www.facebook.com/tom.scaglione.520
Palomar College Political Economy Days lectures
San Marcos Water and Politics: The Price We Paid, October 25, 2019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AXsalWSWjI&t=2525s
State of the Water Rates April 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-tuMt8-IVA&t=221s
State of the Water Rates October 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNBygTCPkOA&t=7s
Articles
Vallecitos nears $100 million in Customer Reserves: So Why are they Raising Rates?
January 29, 2020
https://friendshipvallecitoswater.files.wordpress.com/2020/01/press-release-20200129.pdf
Are San Marcos water bills subsidizing new construction costs? October 31, 2019
https://www.thecoastnews.com/140102-2/
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